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Introduction
The present paper studies an algebra of parameter-dependent pseudodifferential op-
erators on a manifold with conical singularities, where the parameters are involved as
covariables in a specific degenerate way. Such operator families serve as an adequate
symbol class for pseudodifferential operators on manifolds with edges. Also the study
of resolvents of differential operators of Fuchs type leads to families of a similar form.
Our results fit into the frame of pseudodifferential calculi on manifolds with sin-
gularities, particularly with piecewise smooth geometry. They belong to the idea to
reflect the stratification of such a space by a hierarchy of operator algebras with sym-
bolic structure, and to organize an iterative procedure which starts from the calculus
on a given space, say a cone, and constructs a next 'higher' calculus on a space with
higher order singularities, say a wedge. It is well-known that, for instance, boundary
value problems for pseudodifferential operators can be represented as operators along
the boundary with operator-valued symbols, acting along R+, the inner normal. In this
sense, not only Boutet de MonveΓs algebra [1] (cf. also Schrohe and Schulze [7]) of
boundary value problems with the transmission property is included in the context but
also Vishik, Eskin's theory [3], [12], turned into a corresponding operator algebra, cf.
Schulze [10]. The iteration of calculi leads to very complex analytic phenomena, and
it is still a serious problem to formulate manageable operator algebras for higher sin-
gularities such as of corner type or for boundary value problems with such singular
boundaries.
The main objective of our paper is to develop an efficient new approach to the
algebra of cone operator-valued edge symbols as originally introduced in [9]. One
of the difficulties is that the edge covariables are involved in a degenerate form, i.e.,
multiplied by the axial variable of the cone (cf. [2], [10]). In the new representation we
can, in particular, avoid a number of extremely voluminous calculations in the precise
analysis of operator-valued edge symbols by a new quantization of edge-degenerate
interior symbols in which a part of the inconvenient combinations of edge covariable
and axial variable is dismissed. This relies on a form of the Mellin quantization for
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edge-degenerate pseudodifferential symbols from Gil, Schulze and Seller [4]. The edge-
degenerate behaviour is a consequence of the wedge geometry and can be observed, for
instance, in the symbols of corresponding Laplace-Beltrami operators. More precisely,
if gx (t) is a family of Riemannian metrics on a closed manifold X depending smoothly
on t G [0, oo), then
g = dt2+t2g
x
(t) + dy2
is a Riemannian metric on J*ΓΛ x Ω for any open set Ω G R9, and describes geometri-
cally a wedge. The Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the metric g equals
with coefficients ak G C°°(R+,Ώi&2~k(X)). In this case the corresponding complete
edge symbol is of the form
2
t-2(^ak(t)(-tdt)k +Σcβ (tηf) with cβ G R, β G Ng.
k=0 \β\=2
A parametrix to this differential operator is a pseudodifferential operator degenerate in
the same way, i.e., with a local operator- valued symbol
p(t,τ,η)=p(t,tτ,tη) with p G C°
+,
The structure of this paper is as follows: We begin with a short discussion of oscil-
latory integrals in the spirit of Kumano-go [6], here generalized to amplitude functions
with values in Frechet spaces. It is an important tool to obtain the composition result
of the parameter-dependent cone pseudodifferential operators.
Section 2 provides the basic material about the Mellin calculus. We introduce there
the class of holomorphic pseudodifferential operators (based on the Mellin transform)
as well as the cone Sobolev spaces.
In Section 3 we discuss a class of parameter-dependent cone operators as used in
the edge symbolic calculus, formulated in the old and new fashion. The main result of
this section is Theorem 3.18, where we prove the equivalence of both representations.
We also give a global Mellin quantization which plays an essential role in the proof
above.
Some properties of our operator-valued edge symbols and some basic elements of
the pseudodifferential calculus (e.g. composition) are treated in the last section.
Finally, a part of the results are postponed to the appendix in order to keep the
exposition of this paper transparent.
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Basic notation
Let R+ = {r G R | r > 0}, 1+ = R+ U {0}, N0 = N U {0}. For a real number β
let us set Γ
β
 = {z G C | Re z = β}.
A cut-off function is a non-negative function σ G C0°(R_|_) with σ = 1 near ί = 0.
For functions φ, φ we write φ -< ψ if φψ = φ and supp<^ Π supp (1 — ψ) = 0. A
function χ G C00^9) is called an excision function at η = η0 if 0 < χ < 1, χ(η) — 0
on some neighborhood of 770 and χ(η) = 1 for large \η — 770 1.
For M G C£°(Rn) and υ G Cg°(R+) the Fourier and the Mellin transform, respec-
tively, are given by
= ί e~
ix
^u(x)dx, Mv(z) =
JR" JO
tz~lv(t) dt.
These transforms can be extended to more general (distribution) spaces.
Let U C Rm be open, and set (ξ) = (1 + |ξ|2)1/2 for ξ G Rn. Then Sμ(U x Rn)
consists of all p G C°°(C7 x Rn) with
(1) sup
xGK,ξGR
for all a G NJ, /? G N£\ and all compact sets K C C/. This is a Frechet space.
Moreover, set Sμ(!+ x C/ x Rn) = 5μ(R x 17 x Kn)lι+ x t7χ ] Rn. This is a Frechet
space if we take as semi-norms the analogous expressions as in (1), where now K is a
compact set in R+ x U.
For Λ = R1 or Λ = !> x Rz = R1+z we associate with a symbol p G Sμ(U x
t7 x Rn x Λ), C/ C Rn, its parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operator op
x
(p)(λ) :
(2) [op
x
(p)(X)u](x) = j(*-*'*p(x, x', ξ, AH*')
where dξ = (2π)-ndf.
By pasting together (via partition of unity) on a smooth compact manifold X op-
erators of the form (2) we obtain the space Lμ(X', Λ) of parameter-dependent pseudod-
ifferential operators on X.
We denote by XΛ the half-cylinder R+ x X. With the symbols P(ί,ί;,r,λ) G
C°°(R+ x R+,Lμ(X;R r x Λ)), where n = άimX, we associate the corresponding
operator opt(P)(λ) viewing the parameter r as a covariable. The space of all these
operators is denoted by L^(XΛ; Λ). For F(t, t' , z, λ) G C°°(R+ x R+, L»(X; Γι_7 x
Λ)) we also consider
/
Γ°° ( t \ ~z dt1/ - F(t,t',z,\)u(t')-dz,
_'L_ JO \t ) l
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where dz = (1πϊ)~ldz, and for t1 fixed, u(t') is viewed as a function in CQ°(X).
We further define
Lμ(X*\ Λ)0 :={P(λ)G Lμpf Λ; A) | σP(λ)σ =P(λ) for some cut-off functions σ, σ}.
The intersection ΠμGR^
μ
 *
s
 Denoted by L~°° in all the cases.
Finally, for some Frechet space E let C^(R+ xR+, E) be the space of smooth E-
ed functions bounded with all their totally characteristic derivatives (tdt)k (t'df)1.valu
1. Oscillatory integrals in Frechet spaces
The purpose of this section is to generalize oscillatory integral techniques to the
case of amplitude functions with values in Frechet spaces. Our approach is based on
that of Kumano-go [5], [6] for the scalar case. As a minor modification we use the
Mellin instead of the Fourier transform.
In the following let E be a Frechet space.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T(R+ x R, E) be the space of all functions u G C°°(R+ x
R, E) such that
A Frechet topology on T(R+ x R, E) is defined by requiring the map 5 : T(R+ x
R, E) — > S(R2,E) to be a topological isomorphism. If E = C we suppress E from
the notation.
DEFINITION 1.2.
(i) The space of amplitude functions, A(R+ xΓQ,E), consists of all h G C°°(R+ x
Γo,£θ such that for each continuous semi-norm p of E there exist reals ra = rap,
μ — μp such that
(3) sup{p((dkz(sds)lh)(s,iξ)) (logsΓ™ (ξ)"μ I (5,0 G R+ x R} < oc
for all fc,Z E N0.
(ii) By .4(R+ x C, E) denote the space of holomorphίc amplitude functions, i.e. all
h G C°°(R+,C>(C, E)) such that for each continuous semi-norm p of E there exist
reals ra = rap, μ = μp such that
for all j, k, Z e N0.
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REMARK 1.3. To verify that a function h is an amplitude it suffices to check the
corresponding estimates for an arbitrary system {p
n
 \ n G N} of continuous semi-norms
of E that determines the topology of E.
The following facts are immediate:
Lemma 1.4.
(i) If he A(R+ x Γ0, E) then dkz(sds)lh G *A(R+ x Γ0, E);
(ii) let T : E0 -> EI be continuous and h G A(R+ x Γ0,EΌ) then T(h) G ,A(R+ x
Γ0,£?ι);
(iii) let EJ be Frechet spaces and the topology in E be the projective topology with
respect to the linear maps T3 , : E — > EJ. Then h G ,A(R+ x Γ0,-E) if and only if
7} (ft) G ,A(R+ x Γ0, EJ) for each j;
(iv) let EQ, EI be two Frechet spaces and ( , •) : EQ x EI — » E be a continuous and
bilinear map. If hj G A(R+ x Γ0, EJ), j = 0, 1, then (ft0, ΛI) G Λ(E+ x Γ0, E);
(v) teί V be a closed subspace of E. For e G E let [e] = e + V. Then h G *4(R+ x
Γo,J5) ιm/?/«?,s ίAαί [ft] G >t(R+ x Γ0,E/V).
Analogous statements are true for holomorphic amplitude functions.
DEFINITION 1.5. A function χ
ε
(s, z) : ]0, 1] x R+ x Γ0 -> C is called regulariz-
ing, if
(i) χ
ε
 G T(R+ x Γ0) for each ε;
(ii) sMp{\(d^(sd
s
)lχ
ε
)(s,ξ)\ I 0 < ε < 1, (5,0 G R+ x R} < oo for each fc,i G N0;
(iii) ^(s^J'χeίs, 0 — ^  j *' f + ! T n Pointwise on R+ x R as ε tends to 0.[^  (J, Aj ~Γ ' 7^ U
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let x G T(R+ x R) with χ(l,0) = 1, and set χ
ε
(s,iξ) =
χ(5ε,εξ). Then χ
ε
 is regularizing in the sense of Definition 1.5.
DEFINITION 1.7. A function χ
ε
(s, z) : ]0, 1] x R+ x C — > C will be called /zo/0-
morphically regularizing, if
(i) (ε, s,iξ) H-> χ
ε
(5,5 + ^) is regularizing in the sense of Definition 1.5 for each
5 G R ;
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(ii) z H-> χ
ε
(s, z) is entire, and ξ ι-> χ
ε
(s, δ + iξ) € <S(R) uniformly for 5 in compact
intervals;
(iii) for each ε there is a compact set K
ε
 c R+ such that χ
ε
(s,z) = 0 whenever
EXAMPLE 1.8. Let φ e Co°(R+) with φ(l) = ΛΊ<p(0) = 1. Here, Λ4 is the
Mellin transform. The function χ
ε
(s,z) = φ(sε)Mφ(εz) is regularizing in the sense
of Definition 1.7.
Theorem 1.9. Let h G *A(R+ x Γ0, £?) and let χε be regularizing. Then the limit
Γ Γ°° /J
Os[h] = // 8*h(8,i$ -dξ := lim
-
exists in E and is independent of the choice of χ
ε
. The same holds for h £ v4(R+ x
C, E) with χ
ε
 being holomorphically regularizing. In particular, both definitions of the
oscillatory integral coincide on .Λ(R+ x Γ0, E) Π *4(R+ x C, E).
This result essentially follows from integration by parts.
REMARK 1.10. Let {p
n
 \ n E N} be a fixed system of continuous semi-norms
that determines the topology of E, and β = (μ
n
)» ^ — (mn) be fixed sequences of
reals. If we denote by ^'m(R+ x ΓQ, £7) the space of all amplitude functions h that
satisfy the estimates (3) for p
n
 with ra = πι
n
 and μ = μ
n
, then ^'^(R+ x Γ0,£?)
carries a natural Frechet topology. The map h ι— > Os[/ι] : ^ '^(R+ xΓQ,E) —> E is
linear and continuous. Moreover,
Here, the union is taken over all sequences μ, ra. Analogous statements hold for holo-
morphic amplitude functions.
2. Mellin pseudodifferential operators
Pseudodifferential operators based on the Mellin transform constitute a special in-
gredient of the cone algebra (cf. [2] and [10]). They are adequate for the treatment
of differential operators of Fuchs type which are the natural ones on manifolds with
conical singularities. Such differential operators are roughly speaking polynomials in
the totally characteristic derivative —tdt. For this reason microlocalization by means of
the Mellin transform Mt^z is natural since — tdt corresponds in the Mellin image to
multiplication by the complex variable z. For an introductory exposition of the cone
calculus we refer the reader to the chapters 7 and 8 of [2].
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2.1. Weighted cone Sobolev spaces
For a compact smooth manifold X we construct the Sobolev spaces on XΛ —
R+ x X in a way that they satisfy a number of natural conditions, in particular, for
smoothness s € R they are subspaces of Hfoc(X^) and contain H^oπιp(XΛ) as a
subspace. The cone Sobolev spaces can be understood as a suitable modification of
the usual spaces Hs, defined with help of the Mellin transform in the axial direction
First of all, for s, 7 G R define ΉS'7(R+ x Rn) as the closure of Co°(R+ x Rn) with
respect to the norm
\z\2 + \ζ\2γ\(Mt^zrx^u)(z,ξ)\2 \dz\dξ.
Γn+i .VR"
DEFINITION 2.1. For 5, 7, £>eR we introduce the cone Sobolev spaces HS^(XA)
and JC8"(X*)β as the closure of Cg°pfA) with respect to the norms
N
u) o (1 x ^O^II^^R+xRn) and
N
respectively. Here, {^}J=I,...,ΛΓ is a partition of unity subordinate to the covering
X = \jf
=l Uj, θj : Uj -> Vj C Rn are charts, and
Kj(t,x) = tkj(x) : R+ x Uj -+ R1+n
for diffeomoφhisms kj : Uj -> V^ C 5n, with S71 being the unit sphere in R1+n.
Moreover, Hs^(R^n) = (y)~ρ Hs(R^n) are the usual weighted Sobolev spaces on
R1+n and σ G Co°(R+) is a cut-off function. In case ρ = 0 we suppress it from the
notation. Note that other localization data yield equivalent norms.
REMARK 2.2. The following elementary properties are valid:
(i) W s '^pfΛ) and K,s^(XΛ)β are Hubert spaces. In particular, H°'°pίΛ) - £°'°pfΛ) =
ί~f L2(JΓΛ), where XΛ is equipped with the product metric;
(ii) Γ^W^pf Λ) = Hs^-μ(X^) and ί-^/C^pf^ = K,s^-»(
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(iii) Hs
cojnp(X^) ^ Ήs'7pf Λ) ^  #foc(JfΛ), and the same is true for K,S^(X^Y\
(iv) the scalar product in t~%L2(XΛ) extends to non-degenerate sesquilinear pairings
HS^(XΛ) x W~S '~7(XΛ) —> C and /Cs'7(XΛ)ρ x /C~s'~7(JfΛ)~ρ —>• C, respectively;
(v) the embedding ΉS'7(XΛ) ^  7ΐ s/'7(XΛ) is continuous if s > s';
(vi) the embedding /Cs'7(J*ΓΛ)ρ c-> /C s / ) 7 /(XΛ)ρ / is continuous if s > s', 7 > 7',
^ > ρ1', and compact if s > s7, 7 > 7', ^ > ρ'.
Proposition 2.3. Lef s, 7 e R Γ/Ϊ^AZ ί/z^r^ ^ cwί ^>, ρ' G R .SMC/Z
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 3.1.20 and 4.2.2 in [7]. Π
DEFINITION 2.4. Using the pairing from Remark 2.2(iv), we associate to every
operator A e£(JCa"(X *)*,£*'"' \X*)ρ'} the formal adjoint A* £C(K,-S'^' (X*ΓQ'
that satisfies
(Au, v) = (u, A*v) for all u, v e C °^
Analogously, for every operator A G £(WS'7(XΛ), U8' ^' (X^)} we also define the
formal adjoint A* G
Next we introduce a family of isomorphisms on the cone Sobolev spaces defined above.
DEFINITION 2.5. For each λ > 0 define the linear map κ
λ
 : CQ°(XΛ] -»
CΌ°°(*Λ) by
where n = dimX These mappings extend by continuity to linear operators on /Cs'7(XΛ)ρ
and Ή,S'Ί(XΛ) for all 3,7, ρ G R, and the set {KA}AGM+ is a (strongly continuous)
group of isomorphisms, that means,
(i) ftλ^ρ = κ\ρ for all λ, ρ > 0;
(ii) for each u G /Cs'7(XΛ)ρ the function λ H-» κ
λ
^ : R+ -> /Cs'7(XΛ)ρ is continuous,
and analogously for ι/ G HS
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2.2. Mellin operators
Before we pass to the parameter-dependent version of the cone algebra we recall
some definitions and properties of the Mellin pseudodifferential operators with operator-
valued symbols.
DEFINITION 2.6. For 7 G R let T
Ί
(R+,C°°(X)) denote the space of all func-
tions u G C°°(R+,C00(X)) such that
The topology is that inherited from S(R,C°°(X)) via the isomorphism S
Ί
. We view
as a subspace of C°°(XΛ).
To each symbol ft G C^F(R+ x R+,Lμpf;Γι_7)) we associate a continuous Mellin
pseudodifferential operator
which is defined by
[op ,
Here, the integrand is viewed as an amplitude function in *4(R+ x Γ0,C°°(Jί)) for
each fixed t > 0.
REMARK 2. 7. Let ft G C6°°F(R+ x R+,L^(X;Γι_7)). One can check (as we
shall do it later on in a similar situation, cf. Lemma 4.1) that
belongs to *4(R+ x Γ0,C^°F(R+,Lμ(X;Γι_7)), i.e. the function a is an amplitude
function with values in C^(R+,Lμ(X;Γι_7)). Hence the oscillatory integral
hL(t, z) = if s*h(t, st, z + ίξ)J Jo
—
s
converges in C^°F(R+, Lμ(X', Γ i _7)). Actually, hL is the left-symbol satisfying opΊM(ft)
= op^ftz,). Analogously, we get the existence of the corresponding right-symbol ft#.
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Proposition 2.8. Each h G Cξ£F(R+ x R+,LμpΓ;Γι_7)) induces a continuous
operator
for each s G R. Moreover, we have continuity of the mapping
h ~ opk (Λ) : Cb~F(R+ x R+, L"(X; Γ , _γ)) -> C(HS'^ (XΛ), «•-
Proof. By order reduction and conjugation with ί7, the proof can be reduced to
the case opQM(h) : L2(XΛ) -> L2pfΛ) and μ = 0. Since L2(XΛ) - L2(R+,L2(X)),
the result follows from an easy extension of the usual Calderόn-Vaillancourt Theorem
(in the formulation for Mellin pseudodifferential operators) to the operator- valued case.
D
DEFINITION 2.9. For μ G R U {-00} we denote by Mg(JΓ; Rq) the subspace of
all holomorphic functions h( ,ή) : C -> Lμ(X',Rq) such that
uniformly for β in compact intervals. This is a Frechet space with the following system
of semi-norms:
sup pN(h(β + iτ,η)), N e N,
\β\<N
where {PN}NZN is a system of semi-norms in Lμ(X; RxR ς). In particular, in the case
dimX = 0 we replace L^(X;Rq) by Sμ(Rq) and write M£(R9). The class without
the parameter η G Rς will be denoted by
It is easy to obtain the following properties:
Lemma 2.10. For h G C^F(R+ x R+, Mg(X)) is valid:
(i) κ^1 opΊM(h) κx = opΊM(hχ) with hλ(t, t f , z) = h(X~lt, \~ltf , z);
(ii) if we set (Tσh)(t, t', z) - Λ(ί, ί;, z + σ) fteπ op^ (Λ) t~σ - ί~σ
(iii)/or arbitrary 7, 5 G R we have opΊM(h) = opδM(h) on Cg°(X*)
Lemma 2.11. Let X be a smooth compact manifold. Then
- C°°(X x
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Proof. In view of L~°°(X', R«) = <S(R«, C°°(X x X)) and by a direct compari-
son of semi-norms we obtain M^ (X',W)
 =
 c°°(X x X,M^°°(R9)). Then the as-
sertion follows from the nuclearity of C°°(X xX) and the completeness of M^°°(R9),
see Treves [11]. Q
3. A class of parameter-dependent cone operators
3.1. Edge degenerate symbols
Edge-degenerate symbols in the sense of the following definition are motivated by
the analysis of pseudodifferential operators on a manifold with edges, cf. [9]. They
are operator-valued functions depending on an additional covariable η multiplied by t,
the distance variable to the conical singularity. The same kind of degeneracy appears
when η is interpreted as a spectral parameter to a Fuchs type operator on a manifold
with conical singularities. As a crucial result for the structure of our calculus we also
formulate in this section the Mellin quantization for such edge-degenerate symbols.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let us introduce the classes
^^^
| h(t,z,η) = h(t,z, tη) with h G C°°(R+, Λf£pΓ;R«))}
of edge degenerate symbols of Fourier and holomorphic Mellin type. The operators of
freezing of coefficients at 0 are defined as
Note that C£g(R+,F) c C°°(R+,F) for F = L^(X;R1+«) or F = M^(X R^). In
particular, we may consider the operator-families
opt(p)(η), op^(Λ)(t?) : C0°°(XΛ) - C°°(XΛ),
which are elements of Lμ(XΛ;Rq). Here opt indicates the pseudodifferential operator
based on the Fourier transform with respect to the variable t.
Theorem 3.2. (Mellin quantization) Let P € Cgg(I+,L'1(X;R1+?)) and let
φ 6 CQ°(R+) be a function such that φ = l near to 1. Then there exists an operator-
valued symbol H € C£g(I+,M£(X;]R9)) such that
with Q(t, t', T, η) = (l- φ(t'/t))P(t, T, η) for all ί, t' € R+, r € R, η €
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A proof of this theorem is given in the appendix A.I.
3.2. Operator-valued symbols
Our parameter-dependent operator functions on X^ are operator- valued symbols in
which the typical rescaling properties of the cone operators together with the degener-
acy in η are reflected by a corresponding type of symbol estimates. In this section we
summarize some properties of a class, suitable to describe this effect.
In the sequel assume Ej = KS^^(XΛ)^ or Ej = H**™(X*) for some reals
5j,7j, QJ, and {«λ|λ > 0} as in Definition 2.5. Moreover, let us fix a smooth function
η \-> [η] : Rq — » R+ with [η] = \η\ for \η\ > c0 for some constant c0 > 0.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let μ G R. By Sμ(Rq; EQ,Eι) denote the space of all symbols
a G C°°(Rq,£(EQ,Eι)) that satisfy
for all α G NQ, and c
a
 some constant independent of η G Rq. Further, we set
If we replace both spaces £Ό, i^ by C and suppose κ\ = 1, we obtain the standard
scalar- valued Hόrmander class S'foί^9) of symbols with constant coefficients.
Of course, such operator-valued symbols can be formulated on Ω x Rq for some
open set Ω C Rς or Ω C Rς x R9. It is also possible to admit arbitrary Banach spaces
EJ with strongly continuous group actions, cf. [2], [10].
REMARK 3.4. The following properties hold:
ii) L>^(R«;£0,£ι) C S^-
iii) 5μ(R9; Bi, E2) C S^(R9; £0, ^ 3) if #o ^  ^ i and E2 ^  E3.
EXAMPLE 3.5. A function / G C°°(Rq \ {0}, £(EQ,Eι)) is called (twisted) ho-
mogeneous of order μ, if
f(\η) = \^Kχf(η)κ-1 for all λ > 0 and η ^  0.
Then, if χ(η) is a excision function at 0 we have χ/ G 5μ(R9; £70, £α).
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This concept of homogeneity allows us to introduce classical symbols:
DEFINITION 3.6. A symbol α G Sμ (Rq -,EQ,Eι) is called classical, if there is
a sequence of functions α(μ_ j ) G C°°(Rq \ {0},£(£0, #ι)) that are homogeneous of
degree μ — J9 such that for any excision function χ(η) at η — 0
7V-1
for every N G N. In this case we write a G S£(R9; E0,Eι). For j G N0 we set
In particular, σ^(α) plays the role of the homogeneous principal symbol of α.
EXAMPLE 3. 7. Let us consider an element f(z,η) G Lμ(X;ΓQ x R*) and set
/(ί, z, 77) = f ( z , tη). Then, if ω(t) and ώ(ί) are arbitrary cut-off functions, and ι/, z> G
αfa) :=
is a smooth family in 77 of continuous operators for every fixed s, ρ,ρf G R, and we
have
α(λr?) = A"-^^)/^1
for all \>l,\η\>c for a constant c > 0. Then
α G
Furthermore,
σΓ*(α)(ιy) = ω(t\η\)
3.3. Green symbols
Algebra operations between operator families of the above kind lead to additional
remainder terms, the so-called Green symbols. The notation is motivated by Green's
function in elliptic boundary value problems. For the Laplacian (for instance) this func-
tion has, up to a fundamental solution, a boundary symbolic structure of the form of a
Green symbol, cf. [10].
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DEFINITION 3. 8. Let 7,7' G R. The space ^(R9; (7,7')) of Green symbols
with weight data (7, 7') consists of all operator- valued functions that satisfy
(4) g G
s,
(5)
 5*€ f|
where * denotes the pointwise formal adjoint in the sense of Definition 2.4. The sub-
space R^(Rq; (7,77))oo consists of all Green symbols, where in (4) we can replace 7'
by 7' + ε and in (5) —7 by —7 + ε, and the intersections are taken also over ε > 0.
The properties of operator- valued symbols, cf. Remark 3.4, carry over in an obvious
way to the Green symbols.
REMARK 3.9. Due to the mapping property we can conclude that every Green
symbol is parameter-dependent smoothing on XΛ, that is, g G L~°°(X
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let φ, Ψ G C™ (R+) be arbitrary functions with supp φ Π supp ψ
— 0. Then, for /(t, z, η) as in Example 3.7, and μ, μ G R,
g(η) :=
is a Green symbol of order μ — μ.
EXAMPLE 3.11. For P(ή) € L-°°(XΛ R^)0 and functions φ,ψ e Cf^°(R+) we
have
for every 7, 7' G R.
REMARK 3.12. Let σ, σ G Co°(R+) be cut-off functions, and g G ^ (Rg; (7, V))
Then
(ii) (1 - σ)^,
 fl(l - σ) G ^°°(R9; (7,V)),
(iii)σ^σ-^G^°°(R<?;(7,7/))5
(iv) tfc gtl G β^~fc~z(R^; (7 - Z, 7' -f fc)) for /, fc G R.
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EXAMPLE 3.13. Let b G S(R2(tttf),C°°(Xx x Xx<)) be supported in R^_ x χ*9
and set
n+1
 Γ I b(t[η},x,t'[η},x')u(t',x')(t'Γ dt'dx'
Jo Jx
with μ G R. Then #(λτ?) = λμ κ\g(η)κ~^1 for all sufficiently large \η\ and λ > 1, i.e. g
is twisted homogeneous of degree μ for large |r/|, and we have </ G /^(R9, (7,7/))oo
for all 7, 7' G R.
3.4. Complete edge symbols
We now turn to a class of operator-valued symbols that are parameter-dependent
families of pseudodifferential operators on the infinite cone XΛ.
DEFINITION 3.14. For 7,μ,ι/ G R, with μ - v G N0, let #"(R9; (7,7 - μ)) be
the space of all
a(η) = σι(t)(aQ(η) + αι(^))σ0(ί) + (1 - σι)(t)P(η)(l - σ 2 ) ( t )
with
- ωiίίMJt-^op^* (h)(η)ω
Ό
(t[η]),
- (1 -
where p G ^ (R+^^^ R^)) and h G C^g(R+,M^(X;R^)) is the Mellin
quantization of p. Moreover, g G Ή£(R9; (7,7 - μ)) and P(ή) G LI/(XΛ;R9)0. Apart
from that, σ^, α j, j = 0,1,2, are cut-off functions satisfying ω<2 -^ ω\ -< ωQ and
σ2 -< σ\ -< σ0. We associate to α an additional specific symbolic level, namely the
(twisted) homogeneous principal edge symbol
η € M* \ {0},
with
σX(αι)(tj) = (l-
where h/\ and p
Λ
 are as in Definition 3.1.
The elements of the space R"(Rq] (7, 7— μ)) are called complete edge symbols (without
asymptotics, with constant coefficients) as they were originally introduced in [9] (cf.
also [2], [10]). In the present form we can prove the following fact:
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Proposition 3.15. For arbitrary s, ρ G R we have
/^(R9; (7, 7 - μ)) C S"(R«; /CS'7(X Λ)ί?, /C^"'
In particular, σ%(a) G ^ ^(R^ίO},/:^^^)^^-^-^^7^)^) is homogeneous
of degree v, cf. Example 3.5.
For a proof see for example [8, Section 3].
3.5. New representation of complete edge symbols
This section shows that the concept of holomorphic representations in the above
Mellin quantization leads to a very convenient new description of the operator- valued
edge symbols, in which the ry-dependent cut-off functions are removed from the non-
smoothing part. In particular, we get the principal edge symbol in an equivalent simple
form.
DEFINITION 3.16. Let 7, μ, v G R, with μ - v G N0. The space ^(R9; (7, 7 -
μ)) consists of all operator-families of the form
(R) a(η)= σι(ί)t-I/op^*(fr)(τj)σ0(t) + (1 - σι)(t)P(η)(l - σ2)(t) + g(η),
where h G C£g(R+,M£(X;R«)), P(η) G L"(XΛ;R«)0 and g G #£(R«; (7,7 - μ))
The functions σ^, j = 0, 1, 2, are cut-off functions satisfying σ<2 -< σ\ -< σo
As in Definition 3.14 we have the principal edge symbol
σ
χ(α)(τ/) := ί- Όp^ίMfa) + σX(ff)(η), »? e R« \ {0}.
Recall that h/\(t,z,r\) = h(Q,z,tη). In Lemma 4.5 we will prove that every edge
symbol is a usual parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operator on XΛ. In particular,
we also have the interior principal symbol σ ^ (α) in the case of classical operators.
REMARK 3. 17. The localization with σo allows us to assume, without loss of
generality, that in (R) the symbol h is compactly supported in t G R+.
Theorem 3.18. The class R"(Rq', (7, 7 - μ)) from Definition 3.14 coincides with
the class ^(R^; (7,7 — μ)). The principal edge symbol σj((α) is independent of the
representation of the corresponding edge symbol a.
Proof. Let a G ft^R9; (7, 7 - μ)) with the notation as in (R).
Setting aM(η) '•= t~^op^^ (h)(η) we have
a(η) = σι(ί)αM ft)σo(f) + (1 - ^)(t)P(r?)(l - σ2)(t) + g(ή).
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Let ω2 -< ω\ -< ωQ be cut-off functions. Then
(6)
aM(η) = ωι(t[η])aM(η)ωQ(t[η]) + (1 - ωι)(ί[τ7])αMfa)(l - ω2)(t[ή\)
+ ωι(t[η])aM(η)(l - ωQ)(t[η]) + (1 - ωι)(t[η])aM(η)ω2(t[η])
= uι(t[η])aM(η)ω0(t[η]) + (1 - ωι)(t[η])aM(η)(l ~ ω2)(t[η]) (mod R£)
due to Proposition A.8 and Remark 3.12. Therefore,
(7)
a(η) = σι(t)(aQ(η) + a^η^σ^t) + (1 - σι)(t)P(τ7)(l - σ2)(t)
+ σι(l - ωι)(ί[τ?]){αM(τ7) ~ t"1' opt(p)(τ7)}(l - ^2)(tM)σ0 (mod ^),
where p and the symbol h of «M are related via the Mellin quantization, and α0(r/),
αι(r ) are as in Definition 3.14. Now, the latter term in (7) is in RQ due to Proposi-
tion A.4. Hence
(8) a(η) = σι(t)(aQ(η) + aι(η))σQ(t) -h (1 - σι)(t)P(η)(l - σ 2 ) ( t ) -f g(ή)
implying that TV C R". The other inclusion follows similarly from the relation
α0(τ?) + αι(τy) - u;ι(t[7y])αM(^)α;o(ίM) + (1 - u;ι)(ί[τ7])αM(r/)(l - ω2)(t[η})
- ω2)(t[ή\),
using (6) and applying again Proposition A.4. Finally, by the same calculations for the
principal edge symbol (with t\η\ instead of t[η\) we obtain as in (8)
with trivial meaning of the notation. Π
4. Elements of the calculus for complete edge symbols
4.1. Calculus for degenerate holomorphic Mellin symbols
Lemma 4.1. Let h e C°°(I+, M^(X; W)) be independent of t <E R+ for large
t. Then
α w β holomorphic amplitude function with values in
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Proof. Step 1: Consider the local situation, i.e. h G Sμ(R+ x Rn x C x Rn+g).
Since the following calculations are not affected by the variables of Rn x Rn, we omit
them in the notation. It is clear that α G C°°(R+, Sμ(R+ x C x R9))®
π
O(C), where
O(C) is the Frechet space of entire functions. On 5μ(R+ x C x R9) we consider the
semi-norms
p
n
(h) = sUp|af^'<Mί,σ0 + iτ,η)\ <τ,η> |Q'l+*'
where the supremum is taken over all ί < n, \σ0\ < n, (τ,η) € K1+9, and /' + k' +
|α'| < n. We have to show the existence of μ
n
, m
n
, such that for all fc, /, N € N
(9)
sup {p
n
((sβ.)la£o(β,σι + Φ)s(sΓm" <0"μ" I kil < ^ , («,0 € K+ x R.} < oo.
Here, g(s) = e< loss>. If we write (ηd
η
)a = (ηιd
nι
)aι . . . (ηqdr,q)a" we have
(8d,)la(s,w) =
Since the map h ^ (tdt)™ (ηd
η
)ah : 5μ(R+ x C x Rq) -> 5μ(R+ x C x Rς) is
continuous and (tdt}1 (ηd
η
)a h also satisfies the assumptions on h, we can assume in
(9) that / = 0. The estimate (9) is valid if we can show that
(10) θf d*+*>' [ft(*t, σ0 + σi -h ir -h if, 517)] < |||Λ||| ί/(β)ro» (ξ)μn (r,
uniformly in ί < n, |σ0| < n, |σι| < TV, /' H- fc; + |αx| < n, (r,ry) €
R+ x R, with a semi-norm ||| - 1|| of Sμ(R+ x C x Rς), depending only on k, n, and N.
Using the elementary inequality (τ,sη)μ < max{s~l , s}\μ\ (r,η)μ, the left-hand side
of (10) is dominated by
iξ, sη)\
Here we have set μ
n
 = max^
=1 |// — j|, mn = n + max^=1 |/x — j\. Moreover,
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with the supremum over all t G R+, |σ| < n + 7V, l' + kf + \a'\ < n, and (τ,η) G
Step 2: Assume that h G C~(R+,M0°°(.Λ:;R9)). We introduce the following no-
tation: for a Hubert space E let 5μ(R+ x Γ^ x Rq;E) be the space of all / G
C°°(R+ x Γ
δ
 x R9, £7) such that
α|<
for all N G N and all compact sets K c R+. Analogously, we generalize
C x Rq) to Sμ(R+ x C x R9; £). These are Frechet spaces, and
= pr.lim 5 (^1+ x C x Rq;Hj(X x X)).
Precisely as in Step 1 we have a e ^(R+ x C, S~j(R+ x C x R9, Hj(X x X))) for
each j e N. Hence α G ^ (R+ x C,C~(l+,Mp~(X;R9))) by Lemma 1.4(ii).
3: In the general case, i.e. h G (^^(^^^^(X R 9)), we write
N
with hj G 5 (^1+ x Rn x C x Rn+9) and hN^ G C^ίR+^^^ίX R9)). Here,
θj, Φj, and Φj are as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Thus, with obvious meaning of
notation,
N
α(s, w) = Σ Φj(θ~1)* op
x
(aj(s, w)) 9j + αN+ι(s, κ;).
j=ι
In view of Steps 1, 2 and Lemma 1.4(iv), a is an amplitude function as desired. Π
Proposition 4.2. Let h(t, z, r/) G C°°(R+, M^(X; R9)) te independent of t for
large t, and h(t, z, η) = h(t, z, tη). Then
hR(tf, z, η) := ίj s-*h(sϊ, z + iξ, sη)
(convergent in C°°(R+,M^(X;R9)) ). Setting hR(t',z,η) := ~hR(t',z,t'η) we obtain
that, for each real 7,
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1, the oscillatory integral exists in C°°(R+, M£(X; R9)).
Step 1: Let h be compactly supported in tGR+. Then h( ,-,η) eQ^(Rf ,Lμ(X; Γι_7)).
By Remark 2.7
M*', *, T?) - ^  β-*fc(< z + iξ, ry) ^  <ίξ
exists in C^F(R+,L^pf;Γι_7)) and opΊM(hR)(η) = opΊM(h)(η) for each ry. Inter-
preting both oscillatory integrals as such in Lμ(X) yields hR(t',z,η) = hR(t',z,t'ή)
in Lμ(X) for all t' > 0, z G C, and ry G Rς. Due to the continuity this is then also
true for t1 = 0.
Ste/? 2: Assume h(t,z,ή) = (1 — ω)(ί) ^ 00(2,77) with ftoo G M^(X;R9) and some
cut-off function OΛ The holomorphy allows us to write
For AT > max{0,μ} we have hN(t,z,η) := t~N TNh(t,z,η) G C
Γι_7)) for each ry (recall that h is supported away from zero). Then, proceeding as in
the first step, we obtain that
Λg(t', z, 7?) = t'N II s-*hN(st>, z + iξ, η) ^άξ
(convergent in (7^F(M+, Lμ(X; Γ i _7)) ) satisfies
For fixed t' > 0, z, and ry,
h%(tf, z, t'~lη) = (I s-*s-N~h(st', z + N + ί ξ , sη) ^dξ
with convergence in Lμ(X). But this integral even converges in Cfoo(R+,
and equals hR(t',z,η). Hence opΊM(hR)(η) = opΊM(h)(η).
Finally, a general h can be decomposed into the two parts treated above. Π
With similar calculations one can prove the following results:
Proposition 4.3. Let hj G C^g(R+, M£ (X; R9)), j = 0, 1, be independent oft
for large t. If we define h G C£g(R+, M£0+μι(X;R<0) by
h(t,z,ή) :=
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(convergent in C°°(I+, M£0+μιpf ;R«)) ) then for each real 7
Proposition 4.4. Let h G C^g(l+, M£pf R9)) be independent of t for large t.
Further, define ft(*> e C£g(R+, Mg(X;R«)) fry
ί, s, 77) := /Y s-^h(st, n+l-z + iξ, sη}*
(convergent in C°°(R+, M^(X Rq)) ), w/zere * is the formal adjoint in L»(X). Then
for each real 7
, (fc)fa)* = op J-"(Λ
The operator on the left-hand side is the formal adjoint in the sense of Definition 2.4.
4.2. Some properties of the edge symbols
In this section (and the next one) we will see some advantages of the new repre-
sentation (R) of the complete edge symbols, cf. Section 3.5..
Lemma 4.5. Let a e 7£"(R9; (7,7 - μ)). Then a is an element of L"(XΛ;Rq).
Proof. Let α be written as in (R). We see immediately
-σ2)(t)+g(η)&L"(
Writing now op^ 2 (h) (η) as a pseudodifferential operator with respect to the Fourier
transform we get
= oPί (</)(»?) with q € C
sothatop ((9)(r ?)6L l /(XΛ;R g). D
Lemma 4.6. Let ψ,ψ £ C£°(R+), α«^ Q(ί?) e iI/(
w/ί/ι vanishing principal edge symbols. Moreover, we may represent φQ(η)ψ as in
(R) with h and P being compatible, i.e. for some fixed c' > c > 0 we have
(11) φ(Γ^(h)(η) - P(η))φ e
/or α« φ,φe C£°(]R+) supported in [c, c'}.
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Proof. Of course, P(η) := φQ(η)ψ G LV(X*',R*)Q. For cut-off functions σ2 -<
σ\ -< σ0, the operators σιQ(η)(l — σ0) and (1 — σι)Q(η)σ2 are smoothing so that
σιP(η)(l - σ0) and (1 - σι)P(τ?)σ2 are both in β^°°(E9; (7,7 - μ))oo for all μ G R
(cf. Example 3.11). Hence
P(η) = σιP(q)σ0 + (1 - *i)Pfa)(l - σ2) (mod ^ °°)
/γ_21
We now use the Mellin quantization to write σιP(τ/)σo as a sum σi^opj^ 2 (h)(η)σ0
+g(η) with suitable /i and g. Due to the presence of the functions φ and ψ there is
a symbol q G C°°(R+,Ll/(J^;R1+9)), compactly supported in R+, such that P(η) =
op* (<?)(??) and
so that p(t, τ, η) := tvq(t, τ, η) G Cgg(R+, W(X\ R^ς)). This symbol p is also com-
pactly supported in R+. From Theorem 3.2 there exists an h G C^g(R+, M£(X', R9))
such that
d(η) :=opt(p)(»7) -op57*W(T,) € L-°°(Λ:Λ;R«).
Note that h is compactly supported in R+ as p, and the difference d(η) is supported
away from t — 0. Together with Example 3.11 we obtain
σιP(r?)σ0 = σ\ t~"op]^* (h)(η)σQ + σ\ t~
(mod
what yields the desired representation
P(η) = σi ί-"op]7? (Λ)(η)σ0 + (1 - σι)P(η)(l - σ2
with # G P^°°(Rς; (7,7 - μ)) oo The compatibility relation is clearly satisfied for any
constants cf > c > 0. Π
Lemma 4.7. Every complete edge symbol a can be written as in (R) with com-
patibility of h and P as in Lemma 4.6.
Proof. Every α G 11" is of the form
a(η) = σi ^ op^5 (h)(η)σQ + (1 - σι)Pfa)(l - σ2) + g(ή).
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By means of the (inverse) Mellin quantization we find an element PI (η) G V
being compatible with h. Set
σ2
On the other hand, α — a\ = (I — σ\)(P(ή) — Pι(η))(l — σ2) can be written with
the desired compatibility condition due to Lemma 4.6. Thus we are done since α =
αιH-(α-αι) . Π
Corollary 4.8. Let h and P be compatible in [c, c'], and let σ<2 -< σ\ -< σo and
&2 -< OΊ -"< σo ^£ ίw0 -s^ te of cut-off functions supported in [0, c7] swc/z ί/zαί σ2 = σ2 — 1
0/ί ,56>m^ open neighbourhood of [0, c]. As in (R) to us form a with {&j} as well as
a with {&j}. Then a — a belongs to R^°°(R.q; (7,7 — μ))oo/ in other words, the class
^(R9; (7,7 — //)) w independent of the choice of the cut-off functions whenever they
respect the compatibility between h and P. The same is true if we simultaneously
interchange in (R) σ\ <-> σo β«ί/ (1 — σi) <-> (1 — a2).
Proof. Choose cut-off functions α;5 -x CJ4 -< α;3 with α s -< σ2, ω% -< σ2 and such
that u s = 1 on [0, c]. If we write
α =
then Proposition A. 13 yields
(12) α = α;4αM^3 + (1 - ω4)α(l - ω5) (mod β^
where OM^) — σι ί~l/°PM~T(^)(7?)σo In me same manner
(13) α = ωι aω0 H- (1 - ωι)P(l - α;2) (mod β^0
for functions ω2 -< ωi -< CJ0 with σo -< (^ 2 and σ0 -< ω^. Inserting (13) into (12) we
get
Doing the same for α we obtain
α - α = — (mod
= :ψι =' ΨQ
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As in the proof of Lemma 4.6 we have
ψι(l - σι)P(l - σ2)φo = ψι(P - σιPσQ}φ0 (mod R^00),
ψι(l - σι)P(l - σ2)φo = ψι(P - σιPσQ)φQ (mod fi^00),
and therefore
ψι(a - ά)φQ = ψισι(aM ~ P)&Q<PQ ~ ψισι(aM ~ P)^oψo = 0 (mod RQ°°)
due to the compatibility relation (11) and Example 3.11. Π
As an immediate consequence of the new representation we get that the class of com-
plete edge symbols is closed with respect to differentiation and pointwise formal ad-
joint:
Proposition 4.9. Let a G ^(R9; (7, 7 - μ)). Then
^ae^-lal(R« ;(7,7-M)) and a* G ^(R*; (-7 + μ, -7)),
where a* is the formal adjoint in the sense of Definition 2.4. Moreover, the principal
edge symbols satisfy
σΓ
M(D^a)(η)=D^(a)(η) and <(a*)(r,) = aX(a)*fa).
4.3. The composition theorem
Theorem 4.10. Let a,j G 7J^'(R9; (7j,7j - μj)), j = 0, 1, with 71 = 70 - μ0
ft*»+Vl(R*; (70, 7o - Mo -
Moreover, the symbols satisfy
σ^(a
ιao
)(η) = σ^(
aι
)(η)σ^(a0)(η) for all η€^\ {0},
and in the case of classical operators σ^0+I'1(aιao) = ^(^i)^(^}-
Proof. Let us write
-f CLOP + 5Ό and αi = OIM + OΊP + 5Ί
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with ajM(η) = σl t^op^'* (hj)(η)σQ and ajP(η) = (1 - σ ι ) P j ( η ) ( l - σ2). First
of all we consider the term
Clearly, </lίΛ) G Λ^
+I/1(R«; (70,70 - μo - μi)) with ^+l/1(0i</0) = <tf (01)^(00).
Moreover, αιpg0 G Rg
00
^', (70, 7o — μo — μi)) due to the presence of (1 — σ\) and
Remark 3.12. If ω2 -< ω\ -< ω0 are cut-off functions, Proposition A.8 yields that
(14)
τ/) (mod
Due to elementary mapping properties of Mellin operators it is easy to see that the first
term on the right-hand side belongs to .Rjί+^E9; (70,70 — μo — μι)) By choosing
ω\ appropriately, we may rewrite the second term as
for some excision function χ at η = 0 and each TV e N. Choosing TV sufficiently large,
the mapping properties of the respective three factors yield that the second term on the
right-hand side of (14) also belongs to ^ 0+l/1(R9; (70,70 - μo - μι)) By freezing
the coefficients of hi at t = 0 it is straightforward to verify that σX°+I/1(αiM<7o) =
rtl(a>Mi)<r1£(9Q). Similarly we obtain gιaOM+gιaop G ^0+iyi(R9; (7o,7o-μo-μι))
so that we have
αi α0 = a\M ' &QM + CLIP * «OP + Q.\M «OP + CLIP * «OM (mod R^^)
Choosing a cut-off function σ -< σ\ we can write
} = {σa1M(η)(l - σι)}P0(η)(l - σ2) + (1 -
In view of Proposition A. 13 the first term on the right-hand side is in Rg°°(Rq; (70, 70—
μo — μι))oo The second term belongs to ^0+Z/1(E9; (70,70 — μo — μi)) in view of
Lemma 4.6. The product αip(ry)αoM(^) is treated analogously. In other words, there
is a P(η) G L^+^J^ R^o such that
QΊP - «OP + CLIM αop + CLIP ^OM = (1 - σι)P(η)(l - σ2) (mod RQ°°).
As a direct consequence we have that this term does not contribute to the principal
edge symbol of the composition. Now, with hfQ(t, z, η) := σι(t)hQ(t, z, η) and applying
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Lemma 2.10 we obtain
o n
 0 ,
where ft G C^g(R+, M£0+I/1 (X; R«)) due to Proposition 4.3. More precisely, ft(ί, 2, r?)
— h(t,z,tή) with
h(t,z,η) = II s~lζhι(t,z + VQ + iξ,η)σι(st)ho(st,z,sη)—dξ.
Thus the relation for the principal edge symbols is clearly satisfied as well as the rela-
tion for the interior symbols. Π
A Further results from the cone theory
Al. Proof of the global Mellin quantization
Theorem A.I. Let V C W1 be open. Let p G Sμ(R+ x V x R1+n+<?), μ G R,
and set p(t, x, r, ξ, η) := p(t, x, tr, ξ, try). Let further φ G Co°(R+) ft^ α function such
that φ = l near to 1. Then there exists an ft G Sμ(R+ x V x C x Rn+ς) .swcft
77 G Rς, where ft(t, x, 2;, £, 77) := ft(t, x, z, ξ, try).
A proof of this theorem was given in [4, Theorem 2.3]. In fact, we have explicitly
(15) ft(ί, x, z, ξ, ry) - υz(t)oph(φ(ϊ/t)g)(x, ξ, f/)v-z(ί)
with g(t,t',x,iτ,ξ,η) := M(t,t')t'p(t,x,-M(t,t')tτ,ξ,η) G 5^(R^_ x V x Γ0 x
Rn+ί*).
Here M(t,tf) := ^t-^t'
 > Q for tj e R+> and ^ ^ .= ^  G C^ίR^^
Proof of Theorem 3.2
We begin with the trivial identity opt(P) = opt(φ(t' /t)P) + opt(Q). Since
op t(g)(77)=op t(QJV)(τ7) for all TV G N
with Qύt, t, τ, η) = (1- φ(t'/t}}(t'/t -l)-N(D»P}(t, tτ, tη) G
then opt(Q)(η) G L-°°(XΛ;R^). Next, let {C/i, . . . ,UN} be an open covering of X
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by coordinate neighborhoods with corresponding charts θj : Uj — > Vj C Rn. Further
let {<pι, . . . , φN} be a subordinate partition of unity, and {^i, . . . , ψN} be a system
of functions satisfying ψj € C™(Uj) and ψjψj = ψj for all j = 1, . . . , TV. Then the
non-degenerate part corresponding to P can be written
N
P(t, τ,η) = ®j P j ( t , r, η)Φ, + POO(*, r, 17), and so
(16)
JV
opt(φ(ϊ/t)P)(η) = ^ 2Φjopt[φ(tί/t)(θ^opx(pj)](η^j + opt(φ(t'/t)P00)(η),
where pj(t,x,τ,ξ,η) :— pj(t,x,tτ,ξ,tη) with local symbols PJ G 5μ(R+ x Vj x
RiΓt;+g) J = !,•••,#; Λo €E C^R^L-^X R^)), and Φ j f Φ, are the opera-
tors of multiplication by the corresponding functions ψj, ψj. From Theorem A.I there
are Mellin symbols hj G 5μ(R+ x V x C x Rn+<?), j = 1, . . . , N, such that
opt [ψ(t'/t}(θ-l)*opx(Pj)] (η}=opl(Hj)(η) with Hό(t, z, η) = (Θjl).opx(h3)(t, z, η)
for any η G R9. To handle the remainder term in (16) let us set
τ and
We have opt(^(ί'/ί)Foc)(ί?) - o p / Γ o o X ^ ) with H^(t,z,η) := H^fa^tη), cf.
(15).
Moreover, we claim that £«, belongs to C°°(R+,M^00(X;Rq)'). To prove this we
first observe that G^ & C°°(W?+,L-°°(X;TQ x M9)). Further,
L-°°(X;Γo x M9) = C00^ x X)<8)
π
5(Γ0 x R9) and
= C°°(Xx
For that reason it is sufficient to show that H^ € C<X>(W+,M^°°(W1)) whenever
Goo € Croo(M+,<S(Γ0 x K9)), that is, we have to show holomorphy in z, and the
boundedness of the semi-norms
\Hoo\m,N ~ SUp |^
Λ
fΓoo(ί, β + *β,
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where the supremum is taken over all (ρ, 77) G R1+ς, |α| < N,\β\ < N, k < m, t < m.
Now for z = β + iρ G C, using the change t' —> tr, r —» r 4- Q, we have
-//(ipA*^.,
r
~β γ(r}P (t —M(r '/V V / OO V ' \ 5 '
with χ(r) - 0(r)M (r, 1) G C^°(R+). Hence for α G Nj+g and jfc G N0
dfd^H^t, β + iρ, r/) = ^  ^ -^(rJί^^Poo)^, -M(r, l)(τ + ρ),
and so, for any / > 0 we obtain
β X 2 ( r ) (τ + ρ, 77} ~* drdr,
whereχι,2GC
f
^°(R+). In particular, for l> N+2 we have (r + ρ,η)~l<(τ)~2(ρ,η)~N .
Then 1^^^^00(^/9+^,77)1 < Cfe,α(/?) (Q^)~ with cfc>α(/9) depending continuously
on /?. Thus l^oo |m, AT < oo for every m, TV G N0. Finally, writing ίfoo as above but
without the change τ — > r + ρ, and looking now at the semi-norms of Hoo(t, z, •) in
<S(R9), we can analogously verify that for every t G R+ the function z t-» Hoo(t, z, )
is holomoφhic.
Summing up, the function
belongs to C^g(R+,M^(X;R^)) and the relation opt(φ(t' /t)P)(η) = op^fOfa) is
valid for every 77 G Rς. Π
A2. Green remainders induced by the Mellin quantization
For μ,ra G R we denote by 5μ'm(R^_ x R2n x R1+n x R9) the Frechet sp
all functions p G C°°(R^ x R2n x R1+n x R9) with
^for all multi-indices α, /?, 7; the supremum is taken over all involved variables.
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Lemma A.2. Let p(t, t' , x, x1 ', r, ξ, r?) G Sμ'm(R+ x R2n x R1+n x R*) ^
 com
.
pactly supported in (x,x') G R2n. Lei x G C°°(R9) be an excision function at 0, and
φ G Cg°(R+) w/fλ 0 = 1 rceαr to 7. Further, set
q(t, t \ x, x', T, ξ, 77) := (1 - φ(t' / t ) ) p ( t , t' ', x, x7, ίr, ξ, try) and
or ^αc/z s, 5, μ, ?fι G R
Q G 5°(R9;ffθ^(R1+n), ^s-^-^(R1+n)).
If p is additionally compactly supported in t G R+, we can omit x in the definition of
Q.
The spaces Hs>δ are the usual weighted Sobolev spaces.
Proof. The variables (x, x7, £) are irrelevant in the following calculations, so with-
out loss of generality we assume n = 0. First observe that integration by parts yields
opt(<?)(r?) = opt(qN)(η), where
qN(t, t', r, η) = (l- Ψ(t' / t ) ) ( t ' /t - l)-N(D?p)(t, t' , ίr, tή)
for every TV G N. We define
ςjv.i (*, ί7, T, T/) := χ(η)(l - ω)(t[η])(l - UU^^QN^ t1 ', r, r/).
Clearly Q(ry) = opt(gτv,ι)(r/). We shall prove that qNtl G C°°(Rq]Sμ'N>mN(W%tt, x
R
r
)) with μN = μ - N, πιN = m + μ - TV. To verify the corresponding symbol
estimates let us set fN(t,f,η) := (1 -ω)(ίfo])(l -α;1)(ί/[r/])(l - φ(tf /t))(t' /t- l)~N
and study for every fc, fc7, / G R the derivatives
= χ(η)dktd$ tlfN(t, t', η)(d?+lp)(t, t', tr, tη)
Due to the Leibniz formula Ik,k',ι leads to a finite sum of terms like
I (atfel t1) ffi$fN(t, t', η)} (dϊ3pN,l(t, t', tτ, tη)) \ =: \hIΊh
with pN,ι = d$d?+lp, Σfy = k, Σkj = k'- and where M' e N'00) ^d I7?! ^
for some constants CQ, c\ > 0 depending on ω,ωι and χ.
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Obviously, |/ι| < C\ (t)l~kl. To estimate I2 we apply again the Leibniz formula and
the chain rule. If some dt(l — ω) appears then /2 has compact support in t. For the
remaining terms we have to consider expressions like
-
k
*-
l
'(dϊφ)(t'/t}(t'/t - l)L-N~l> <c(t)~k2 (dϊφ)(t'/t)(t'/t - i)L~N-
with c > 0, /' < k'2 and L < k2 + /'. Take ε, ε > 0 such that φ(t'/t) = I for
\t'/t - 1| < ε and φ(t'/t) = 0 for \t'/t - 1| > ε, then (dfy)(t*/t)\t'/t - I\L-N~I/ is
uniformly bounded for each L, N, I'. We conclude that |/2| < C2 (t)~k2 for all t G R+.
Further, we have
where a
Ί
 e 5/C3(R9) and 7 = (71,72,73) G Nj+1+g. Moreover, the absolute value of
every term in the sum is bounded by
(17) c (r)72 (t)m-^ (tτ, ^ ~N~I-^-^ < c'
here we use the inequalities
(tr, tη)~L < c (tr, t)~L < c' (t)-L (r)-L and <ίτ, tη)L < c" (t}L (τ)L (η)L
for every L > 0, which are true for t > CQ and |r?| > ci.
Thus |/3 1 < C3 (ή™+*-N-l-k* (T)^-N-Z. Combining all these estimates we obtain
(18) 4,fc',/fev,ι) < Chtk,tl(η) (tr^-N~k (τΓ-N-1
for every A:, k',l G R, η e R9. In the same way we estimate /&,&',/ (#"<7jv,ι) and get
expressions like (18) with another Cj^ ,
 z
(τy) of the same kind. Hence the assertion
about qN^ι holds.
Let us finally define
ωr^,t>,τ,):=χ^
Clearly gN>2 GC^R^ S^'^R^/xRr)) too, and it holds κ^Q(η)κ,[η] =opt(qN$(η).
In particular, qN^(τf) G ^ '^^ (R^, x R
τ
) for all TV such that μN < μ and mN < m.
Moreover, due to the Calderόn-Vaillancourt Theorem, the operator norm of opt(
in £(Jϊs'(5, fjs~^^δ~rn) can be majorized by a finite number of expressions like
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where t,t' run over [c0,oc), \η\ > c\. The constant c > 0 as well as the supremum
above depend continuously on p. Similar to (18) we have here
^ι(<7",2)<<\^
with Ck,k',ι(n) bounded in η G Rg since η appears in ,^2 together with [η]~l. Now,
for N large enough the supremum above exists and is uniformly bounded in η G Rς.
Therefore
ϊHβ-A,--Λ) -
 c for every 8>δ>h™ε R
The calculations for d%Q(η) are similar. Note that d* generates a factor t^\ (p depends
on tη\ and κ^t^κ[η] = t^[η}-\a\. Π
REMARK A. 3. If we interchange the variables t «-* t' and x <-> x' in the symbol
of <2, then Lemma A.2 still holds. This will be used for adjoint operators.
Proposition A.4. Let h G C£g(R+,M£pf R«)) and p G C
related via the Mellin quantization (Theorem 3.2). Then
g(η) = σ(t}(\ - ω)(t[η\){^t(p)(η) - op}, (ft) (77)} (1 - ωι)(tfo])σo(ί)
is an element of R^(W; (7,7))oo
Proof. From Theorem 3.2 we know that for some suitable φ € Co°(R+)
for all T/ € E9;
with Q(t,t',τ,η) = (1 — φ(t' / t ) } p ( t , r, 77). Therefore, to obtain the assertion we only
need to analyze locally operators of the form
Gk(η) - (1 - ω)(t[η})opt^(rk)(η}(l - u;ι)(ί[r/]), fc = 0, 1,
where r0(ί, ί;, x, x7, r, ξ, r/) = (1 - φ(t' /t}}q(t, t1, x, x', tτ, ξ, try) and n (ί, ί7, x, xx, r, ,^ 77)
- (1 - φ(t/tf))q(tf, t, x;, x, ίV, ξ, ί'r/) with some 9 € 5^(1+ x R2n x R1+n x R9) being
compactly supported in R^_xR2n. Lemma A.2 then give us Gk G S^R^ J^'^-^-^)
for every 5, δ,v,fh G R. Since G^ is supported away from ί = 0, it induces a con-
tinuous operator between cone Sobolev spaces on X^. Moreover, if x G C°°(Rq) is
an excision function at 0 then (1 - χ)Gk G S-°°(Rq;Hs>δ, fp-M-m). For that rea-
son, the function g above is a Green symbol if we can prove that χGk is classical
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in the sense of Definition 3.6. To this end we assume for simplicity άimX = 0, put
t = (£,£')» and apply the Taylor expansion
\a\<N \a\=N
with q
a
 G S"(R
r
 x R«) for |α| < N and q
a
 G S"'0(R+ x R
r
 x R*) for |α| - AT.
Further, set G :— GO (for GI the procedure is the same). Then
ΛΓ-l
where G(j](η) = χ(η)(l-ω)(t[η}) Σ\a\=j opί,x(rα)(r/)(l-α;1)(tM) for every 0 < j <
N, and r
α
 = (1 - φ(t' /t))taq
a
(t,tT,trf. In view of Lemma A.2 each Gy) belongs
to S-i^ H8'6,!!8-*'6-™). Moreover, for each 0 < j < N the function G
ω
 is
homogeneous of order — j for large |τ?|. Therefore %G is classical and the proof is
done. Π
A3. Green symbols generated by holomorphic Mellin symbols
Lemma A.5. Let s, 7 G R be given and choose a cut-off function ω. Then
(i) for each L G R am/ a// 7' G R
(1 -ω)(t[η})t-L G 5
c
L
χR9;W s'7(XΛ),JC s'7/(XΛ)ρ)
an appropriate ρ — ρ(s, 7, L);
(ii) /or £V£ry 7', ^  G R ί/zere gxwίί an L = L(s, 7, 7', ^) > 0 SMC/Z ί/zaί
Lemma A.6. Let 5, 7, £, 7', ^  G R.
(i) ώ(ί[r/])ίL G S^L^\Hs^\X^\lCa^+L(X^Qt)forany L G R;
(ii) ω(t[η])tL G 5-/(R^;/C^(XΛ)^, W s^(XΛ))/or L > 0.
In fact, all symbols of the previous two lemmas are twisted homogeneous for large \η\
of degree L and — L, respectively.
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Lemma A.7. For ω2 -< ω\ and N G N let
f(t,tί,η)=ω2(t[η])(logt/tfΓN(l-ωl)(t/[η}).
for t, t1 G R+ and η G Rq. Then the following is true:
(i) f(X~lt, X~lt', Xη) = /(ί, t',η) for all X>l,t,t'> 0, and all \η\ >const;
(ii) For each fe, k' G N0, a G Ng,
" ' " ' < oo.
/« particular, ( t , f ) ι— » M'α'3^/(ί, £', ry) w bounded in η G R9 w/ί/z respect to
the topology in C£°F(R+ x R+).
Proof, (i) is obvious. By induction, (tdt}k (f dt>}k ' d^f(t,t' \η) is a linear combi-
nation of terms
α(ι/)[(*ft)^](t^^^
with / < |α| + fc, /' < |α| + k' , M < k + fcx, and α G 5~ |a |(R9). Since ω2 -< ωι, there
is an ε > 0 such that ω2(i)(l - ω)(tf) = 0 whenever |1 - t/t'\ < ε. Then also
[ ( t d t ) l ω 2 ] ( t [ η ] ) [ ( t ' d t > f ( l - u)}(t'[η}) = 0 for all |1 - t/t'\ < ε and η G R9.
Thus (ii) is valid since sup{| logt/t'\~l \ I - t/t'\ > ε} < oc. Π
Proposition A.8. Let h(t, z, η) G C°°(R+, Mg(X; R«)) be independent of t for
large t, and /ι(ί, z, η) = h(t, z, tη). Moreover, let ω2 -< ω\. Then both
go(η)^ω2(t[η})opΊM^(h)(η)(l-ωl)(t[η]) and
9l(η) = (1 -
are elements of R°G(Rq; (7,7))oo-
Proof. First we will show that
(19) g0 G S°ct(Rq;)Cs^(XΛ)e,]Cs'^(X
for arbitrary 5, s', 7', £, ρ[. Integration by parts shows that
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for each N G N. Here, / is the function from Lemma A.7. Now choose ω, ώ such that
uj2 -< ώ and ω -< ω\. Moreover choose L > 0 so large that Lemma A.5(ii) is satisfied.
Due to the holomorphy of h we get
(as operators on Co°(-X"Λ)). In view of Lemma A.5(ii) and Lemma A.6(i) the relation
(19) follows if we can show that
for then we can choose N so large that s— μ+N > sf. In order to simplify the notation
we replace TL<9f ft by ft, and therefore assume that ft G C^R+jMg^pf R*)). A
Taylor expansion yields
J-l
with ft, G Mg~N(X;R<i) and ftj G C°°(I+,M^~N(X;R^)). Let hj and ftj be the
corresponding degenerate symbols. Hence we get
j=0 j=0
with obvious meaning of notation. By Lemma A.7(ii), in particular, tj/(t, t', ή)hj(t, z, η)
is an element of C°°(R^ C^F(R+ x R+, Mg~N(X))} for each j. Therefore
Lemma A.7(i) provides that, for 0 < j < J, each Vaj(η) is homogeneous of degree
— j for large |τ/|. Thus it remains to verify that
tjaj(η) = αfa) -
For α G N we obtain
β<a
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~
N
where the differentiation is with respect to the topology in C£j
Γ
(R+ xR+, M£~N(X)).
This yields
with
Now, t>
α
 is a bounded function of η with values in C^?(R+ x R+, M^~(X)) in view
of Lemma A.7(ii) and the compact ί-support of v
a
. Thus
sup y-ί,°PM
/γ_IL <-y,_ZL
and (19) holds. To treat Q\ we use Proposition 4.2 and rewrite opM 2 (ft) = op^ 2 (ft#)
with a right-symbol hR G C^R-HM^pΓ R
9)). Then we proceed analogously as
above, i.e., we choose L in such a way that I^ — 7 H- L > ρ'9 and write
With Lemmas A.5(i), A.6(ii), A.7, and a Taylor expansion of ft# in t' at t' = 0 one
can verify that <?ι also satisfies (19). To consider the formal adjoints #* it suffices to
observe that, after rewriting gι with a right-symbol, g* looks like g\-j (j = 0,1). Π
DEFINITION A.9. Let E be a Frechet space. We define <S(R+ x R+,£) as the
subspace of all functions k G C°°(R+ x R+, E) that satisfy
sup \p(&t$k(tj)) (t)N (t')N I M' > e j < oc
for each ε > 0, /, /', N G N0 and each semi-norm p of E. This expressions provide a
semi-norm system that induces a Frechet topology on <S(R+ x R+, E).
Lemma A.10. Lei h G C£°F(R+ x M+, M£"(
Λ0(ί, ί;, z, η) = h(t, t1, z, tη), ΛI (ί, ί7, z, η] = h(t, t' , z, t'η).
Since M^°°(X;R9) = M^00(Rq)^)
π
C00(X x X), we may associate to each hj a
kernel
ί ( t \ ~irkj(t,t',x,x',η)= I ί - j hj^t'.x.x'.iT
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Then kj G C°° (Rq , C°° (R+ x R+ x X x X)} and kj e C°°(Rq \ {0},<S(R+ x
R+,C°°(Jί x X})}. The corresponding mappings ft ι— >• A J are continuous.
Proof. By a standard tensor-product argument we can assume that the base X is
a point. The part concerning the smoothness of kj is clear. It remains to verify that,
for each given ε > 0, TV e N0, and each compact set K C R
9
 \ {0},
, t / > ε , η £ K, Z , Z ' , | α < TV} < oo.
Consider the case j = 0. Since ft0(M',2,r/) is holomorphic in z and decreases as
a Schwartz function on each Tβ uniformly for β in compact intervals, the Cauchy
formula implies that
ί, V, η) = tNt'- fto(t, *', *τ - TV, r/) dr.
Noting that
we see that (tdt)1 (t1 dt>)1 d^k$(t, t' ,η) is a linear combination of terms
J ΪL
with n+ \β\ < /, n' < I', and m < / + /'. For each M > 0 there is an appropriate semi-
norm I HI of C£°F(R+ x R+,M^°°(R9)) (independent of ft) such that the integrand
is bounded from above by CK \\\h\\\ (τ}~2 (t)~M uniformly in η G K (recall that ft is a
Schwartz function in (r,ry) and (tη)~M < c
κ
 (t)~M for η G K). Choosing M = 37V
we then obtain that
|(ίft)'(t/at')''^fco(ί,ί/,»7)l < Ce.Kplll (t}~N (t'ΓN
uniformly for ί, t' > ε and η £ K. This is then also true if we replace (tdt)1 (tr dt>}1
by <9]<9j,' since
for certain constants GJ, and t ltf is uniformly bounded for ί, t7 > ε. The case j; = 1
can be treated in the same manner. Π
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Proposition A.ll. Let h e C°° (!+ , M °^° (X; R«)), α/κ/ «*
h0(t,z,η) = h(t,z,tη), hι(t',z,η) = h(t' ,z,t'η).
Ifχ(η) is an excision function at η = 0
Moreover, ifσ,σ0 G Co°(R+) are cut-off functions then
9jM = σ(t) (1 - ω)(t[ή\) op£Γ* (fy)fa) (1 - ^)(ί[7/]) σ0(t) G ^ (R9; (7,
Proof. At first we will show that, for arbitrary s, s', 7', ρ, #' e R,
(20) #o e 5^(R9;^s'7(XΛ)ρ,/Cs/'y(JίΛ)^).
A Taylor expansion yields
N-l
with /^ G Mo°°(A:;R«) for 0 < j < TV, and fN G Cfe^F(R+, M^°°(Jί;R^). Let /,-
be the degenerate symbols corresponding to f j . Due to the holomorphy of the involved
symbols,
N N
with integral operators K j ( η ) that have kernels
(21) kj(t,t',η) = t'
with respect to the metric dt'dx (for convenience we suppress the x, x'- variables from
the notation). Because of Lemma A. 10 and the presence of the excision function x,
each gy) is a family of integral operators with kernel in C°°(R^, <S(R+ x R+, C°°(X x
X))), whose kernel is supported away from ({£ = 0} x X) x ({£' = 0} x X) locally
uniformly in η. This implies that
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For 0< j < N each g^ is homogeneous of degree —j for large \η\, since fj is indepen-
dent of t. Hence (20) is true if we can show that g(N)eS~N(W', )CS^(X^ JCS^'(XA}6\
i.e. we have to verify that
(22) l l «|| [
with some constant c > 0 independent of η G Rς. When calculating <?"</(#) we can
omit all terms where χ is differentiated, since the resulting terms are operator-families
that are compactly supported in η and thus satisfy (22). The remaining terms of interest
are of the form
where m + n2 + n3 + |/3| = |α|, ^nι = 9^(1 - ω),. V>n2 = #™2(1 - ^ι)» and αn3 £
5~n3(Rq). Furthermore, Kp(ή) is the integral operator with kernel as in (21), where
/Λ/ (t,iτ, 77) is replaced by (d!**fN)(t,iτ,tη). Conjugation with κ,[
η
] yields operator-
families [η}-^N+n^β^n^a
n3(η)K(η) with integral operators K(r/) that have kernels
7
, 1,) =t^+m + l/3ira- Vnx (*)^n
a
 (^0^3 (η)Φ(η) J (
As in Lemma A. 10 one can show that this is a bounded function of η £ R9 with
values in <S(R+ x R+,C°°(X x A")), obviously being supported away from ({t —
0} x X) x ({t1 = 0} x X) uniformly in η G Rq. Hence K(r/) is a bounded fam-
ily of operators in C(1CS^(XA)6,}CS '"' '(XΛ)ρ'). This, together with the fact that
[
r/]-(N+n1+|/3|+n2)|αn3(r7)| < φj-ίjv+iαi)^ implies (22). Analogously, 0ι fulfills (20).
Finally, #* is of the form gι_j for j — 0, 1. To handle ^  , write
The first term on the right-hand side has a kernel in C£°(R9, C£°(R+ x R+ x X x
In particular, (1 - χ ) ( η ) g j ( η ) € ^°°(R9; (7,7))^. In view of Remark 3.12, the
second term is an element of /2^(R9; (7, 7))oo D
REMARK A.12. Let fteC£g(!+,M£(X;R*)), and let φ,<φeC%°(R+) be func-
tions with supp(p Π suppψ = 0. Then there is an element h^ G C g^(
such that
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Proposition A.13. Let fceC£g(l+,M£(X;R9)), and let σ,σ,σ1,σ2eC£°(!+)
be cut-off functions with σ2 -< σ\. Further set aM(η) = σopΊ^^(h)(η) σ. Then
σi) and (1 -
are elements ofR^°(^ (^^))00.
Proof. Choose cut-off functions ω<2 -< ω\ such that ω% -< σ% and ω\ -< σ\ . Then
= σ2(t)(9l(η) +
with #1(7?) = ω2(tfa])αM(77)(l - ωι)(ffa]) and g2(η) = (1 - <
ωι)(ίfo]). Proposition AJ8 yields #ι G ^ (R9; (7»7))oo- Using Lemma A.12 we may
assume that ft e C^g(l+,M^00(A';R9)) so that g2 G ^ (R9; (7,7))^ because of
Proposition A.ll . Finally, g € ^°°(R9; (7,7))oo in view of Remark 3.12. The family
(1 — σι)aM(n}^2 can be treated in the same way. Π
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